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Joseph Mallard William Turner  
(1775-1851) 

 
J. M. W. Turner lived in an era when England was the richest and most powerful country on earth. There was an immense 
vitality in thought and deed. Englishmen were creating, inventing, conquering. Although England lost America, they held on 
to Canada, India, and Australia. It was the time of the Industrial Revolution (a mixed blessing) and a time of great patriotism. 
Turner began his life living humbly over a barbershop. He was a small, awkward, deadly serious, and very private person. 
He dressed in a shabby manner, was gruff, and often uncouth. 
 
1. Can you think of times when one's appearance is important? 
 
Turner began painting at sixteen and would paint up until he was seventy years of age. Early on, his output was 
tremendous. He took summer sketching tours - something he made into a lifetime habit. He traveled throughout England by 
stagecoach, on horseback, and on foot, sometimes walking thirty miles a day. An example of one of these paintings is View 
of Richmond Hill and Bridge (Appendix 1). In the mid-1790s, his work got more original and personal. He developed a very 
light touch, described as "tinted steam". He liked large-scale painting in particular. 
 
2. What time of day do you think View of Richmond Hill and Bridge was painted? Pick another time of day and 
explain how the painting would change. 
 
Turner painted as if celebrating nature's grandeur - with a stunning use of lighting that had never been done before, 
especially in his views of the sea. At the beginning of the 1800s, Turner went to Paris to visit the Louvre. He was normally a 
loner, but he welcomed company on this trip abroad. His group toured France and Switzerland. After this trip, Turner and his 
art were never the same. He strongly broke with tradition in his painting. He wanted to elevate landscape painting to the 
level of high-minded poetry. 
 
3. Turner tried to bring an air of poetic beauty to his art. Reversing this, can you try to write a poem about nature?  
 
4. If you could travel anywhere to paint, where would you want to go and why? 
 
As Turner became more well-known due to his success as an artist, he was invited to live in an elegant ancestral estate fifty 
miles south of London, where he retreated to paint at ease. He was given a private, well-lit studio tucked away on an upper 
floor of the mansion, accessible only by a long flight stairs. 
 
5. What would be your ideal location to paint in? Give details on your studio (whether outdoor or indoor)! 
 
In 1819, Turner traveled to Italy. He spent several weeks in Venice. After returning to England, he concentrated on light and 
atmosphere in his paintings of Venice. It was both a mystery and a marvel to his viewers that he caught the essence of 
Venice - more so than Italian masters. His scenes of Venice have a pearl-like iridescence, shrouded in mist. Turner never 
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did disclose the secret of the mixtures with which he achieved this effect. He kept his studio "hermetically sealed" against 
curious eyes. 
 
6. Think of another painting technique that could be used to make the work appear misty. 
 
Venice was a subject made for Turner - a fairytale city - a blend of land, water, and stone laced with innumerable canals. 
The sky was either misty or brilliant. To Turner, Venice was magical, as is seen in his painting Santa Maria della Salute 
(Appendix 2). 
 
7. Let your imagination take control and write a paragraph about who the people in this painting are and what they 
are doing. 
 
In 1834, when he was almost sixty, he witnessed the Houses of Parliament going up in flames. Turner had always been 
fascinated with the forces of nature. He made sketches at the scene and later did oil paintings of the tragedy. It is a dramatic 
painting - bright yellow and orange flames, misty sky, and green/blue water (Appendix 3)! 
 
8. Would it be more dramatic to have people in this painting fleeing the fire? Or does the absence of people make it 
more intense? Explain. 
 
9. Think of another disaster (natural or man-made) that would be intriguing to paint. 
 
Turner's best-loved painting, The Fighting Temeraire (Appendix 4) was done in 1838. The Temeraire was a warship that 
Nelson, a great British Naval hero, commanded in 1805 at Trafalgar. Its most glorious moment came when it blasted the 
enemy vessel that had killed Nelson on his flagship "Victory". This was the final voyage of the Temeraire, for she was rotting 
and heading toward the wrecker's yard. This painting stirred every patriotic British heart. Some of the quotations at the time 
were: "A spectre of mist and moonbeams" and "Translating colors into music and poetry". 
 
10. Write an essay about one of these quotations as they relate to the painting. 
 
11. Do you like Turner's vague, simple backgrounds, or do you wish there was more detail? What details could you 
add to this painting? 
 
Turner's success waned as people tired of landscapes. In his seventies, Turner's health began to fail though he continued to 
consume two quarts of milk a day and the same amount of rum! He was considered a character for most of his life - the 
Grand Old man of English Art. He died in 1851 at the age of seventy-six. In going over the paintings he left, it was difficult to 
determine which were unfinished because of his vague, ethereal style. In his will, he stated a wish to have a home provided 
for "poor and decayed male artists". He failed to send the proper document to his lawyer, so his wishes were never carried 
out. 
 
12. If you had enough money, whom would you most want to provide a home for? 

 
 

Henri Matisse 
(1869-1954) 

 
Henri Matisse was born in the far north of France. He started studying law in Paris when he was eighteen. He decided to 
enter the Ecole des Beaux Arts in Paris in 1891. He was witty, intelligent and an extremely hard worker with no social, 
religious or political connections. From the masters of the not-too-distant past, he learned that if he wished to search out a 
new means of expression in art, he must be daring, relying only on himself. He was born to simplify painting. He loved color, 
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so it was quite natural for him to join the "Fauves", a group of artists whose paintings were a riot of color. In English, 
"Fauves" translates to "wild beasts". Fauvism was short lived, but because of Matisse's emotional connection to color, he 
remained a "fauve" for the rest of his days. André Derain was a part of the "Fauves" and painted The Turning Road 
(Appendix 5) in 1906. 
 
13. André uses fairly rudimentary colors in this painting (red, blue, yellow, orange, and green). What colors would 
you have used for this painting? (Remember trees don't have to be green, the sky blue, etc.)  
 
It took Matisse many painful years of struggling to finally develop his own style. When he was twenty-seven, he spent the 
summer at Belle Isle on the coast of Brittany in France. While there, in such a calm setting, he became more confident and 
did a bit of experimenting. 
 
14. Which do you think is a better place to gain confidence and have the courage to experiment: a calm, safe space 
or a place that is new and uncomfortable? Explain your choice. 
 
When he was twenty-nine, Matisse decided to get married. Sales of his work lagged. He and his wife and their three 
children had to go live with his parents. It was at this time that he became familiar with the work of Cezanne (Appendix 6) 
through an art dealer who owned dozens of Cezanne's paintings. Pissarro, an older painter who liked to help novice artists, 
told Matisse that he should study Cezanne. In many ways, Matisse modeled himself after Cezanne. 
 
In 1906, Matisse painted Joy of Life (Appendix 7), with which he was personally very happy. Viewers didn't feel that way. 
Fortunately for Matisse, Apollinaire loved the painting, praised it, and tried to explain it in his writings. In addition to 
defending Matisse's art, Apollinaire wrote about what a good family man Matisse was, what a good cook his wife was, and 
what great drinks Matisse served! His friend's support eventually lead people to become interested in Matisse's work. 
 
15. Write about someone who was able to change the minds of others through a few (or more) words. 
 
In today's art world, one would have to be extremely wealthy to buy a Matisse. When he was alive, the buyer had to have 
courage, faith in the artist - and maybe some intuition. 
 
When he was forty-eight, Matisse left Paris for the south of France. He wanted to be in a warmer climate. Once there, his 
stylistic developments were, to a large degree, related to the pleasant atmosphere. A change in his style appeared as early 
as two years after his arrival there. His Riviera landscapes and interiors of the early 1920s were saturated with the sensual 
colors of the Mediterranean. He was able to create intense visual delights using blocks of color as structure. One of his 
more famous paintings is titled Harmony in Red (Appendix 8). Almost every color in the spectrum is included here. 
 
16. Notice how the objects in this painting almost look flat instead of three-dimensional. Do you think there was a 
point to this 'flatness'? Explain. 
 
17. Does the woman in the painting look solemn or content to you? Write a paragraph about her life. 
 
Matisse journeyed to Russia, Tahiti, and Morocco. One of the principal collectors of his art was Russian. Today, Matisse's 
paintings have a special place in the Hermitage Museum in Leningrad. He was also acquiring American patrons, one of 
whom was the Philadelphia patent-medicine millionaire Albert Barnes. Barnes commissioned him to paint murals for his 
mansion where his art collection was hung. After it was installed, Barnes felt it was the crown of his collection "like the rose 
window of a cathedral".  
 
While in Nice, he was asked by some nuns in the Riviera town of Vence if he would design a chapel for them (Appendix 9). 
He rose to this challenge, overseeing every detail, even the landscaping. The interior is quite simple - all white except for 
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the windows in blue, yellow, and green. It's a lovely, calm, and simple place of worship. Matisse himself made the thin, 
sculptured crucifix and designed the vestments. 
 
18. Make your own design of a public space (could be a church, restaurant, museum, etc.) If you only have a pencil, 
make a note of what colors you would use! This can be as detailed or simple as you would like. 
 
At the age of seventy-two, Matisse began doing paper cutouts from brightly water colored sheets of paper. Nothing was 
drawn - all the work was done with scissors (Appendix 10). Some of the resulting collages were published in a book titled 
Jazz (Appendix 11). 
 
At eighty, he was bedridden, so he tied a piece of charcoal to the end of a fishing rod and drew on the ceiling. He worked in 
this manner until he was able to stand again (Appendix 12). He remained active even when confined to his bed, working on 
his cutouts, modeling with clay, or drawing on the walls or ceiling. Matisse always felt it was good to be alive and to enjoy 
the delights that Mother Nature offered. 
 
********************************************************************************************************************************************* 
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Appendices 

Art of the Masters: Unit 5 of 6 
 

(Appendix 1) View of Richmond Hill and Bridge 
c.1808 

 

           
 
 

(Appendix 2) Santa Maria della Salute c.1843 
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                (Appendix 3) Burning of the House of                                    (Appendix 4) The Fighting Temeraire c.1838 

                     Lords and Commons c.1834 
 

           
 
 
 
             (Appendix 5) The Turning Road c.1906                        (Appendix 6) Mont Sainte-Victoire c.1895 
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              (Appendix 7) Joy of Life c.1905-06                                        (Appendix 8) Harmony in Red c.1908 
 

         
 
 

 
 

 
(Appendix 9) Chapel in Vence 

          
 http://www.architectsjournal.co.uk/pictures/606x422fitpad[0]/8/4/2/1356842_p090_1_Matisse_vence_3_lo_res.jpg 
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           (Appendix 10) Mattisse at work on paper collage                                (Appendix 11) One of the collages 

 

                                  
 
 
 

 
(Appendix 12) Matisse drawing with bamboo charcoal stick 

 

 
                             https://s-media-cache-ak0.pinimg.com/236x/6c/83/92/6c839254adbd0a93f5f3b6ce2d8c4a25.jpg 

http://www.henri-matisse.net/cutouts/foto_cutout.jpg 


